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#1 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Nora Roberts enchants again with this

beloved classic about the passionate and headstrong MacGregor family.Annaâ€•Daniel's wife of

forty yearsâ€•relives her remarkable courtship, when meddlesome matchmaking patriarch and

self-made millionaire Daniel MacGregor faced his biggest challenge: to convince the love of his life

to marry him! Here at last is the story of how Daniel wooed and won the fiercely independent Anna

Whitfield and launched his formidable dynasty.
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Like with all of Roberts' books, tradition, family and "good stock" play a significant role in the

storyline. I had read this book a long time ago and still it thrilled me. Daniel MacGregor, the patriarch

of the clan is quiet a character. Although I have all the books on my shelf, I was still enthusiastic

enough and bought the ebook. I've grown used to my kindle. This is a happy story with a beautiful

ending and a glorious continuity. I highly recommend any MacGregor book! Nora Roberts does not

disappoint.

I enjoyed this very much. It was a little strange as I'd started the MaCGregors with Serena/ Caine

and Alan and Grant. By that point, I'd totally fallen for the charming , ruthless, gooey inside Daniel .

The MacGregors brides an groom s were next.. Then " The winning hand with Mac.All of this led me

to love the family . yes, there are similarities in style between generations but each still a uniques



story with well developed characters.Daniel and Anna mya not be quite as flushed out with the

characters but it was fun to read about their origins and see how they came about to be who they

are. They are interspersed throughout the other books - which is a joy. I pull this whole series out

very couple years and go through it again - because it's funny and makes me laugh.

Absolutely beautiful story! Nora Roberts is the very best, she delivers every time. The McGregor's

are an amazing family and this tale of the beginning, of Daniel and Anna was just precious. Makes

you feel more for Anna and understand The McGregor.

Want a great laugh and to shed a few tears, read the MacGregor Series by Nora Roberts... I have

had so much fun over the years when I ran across one of her books from this series... Years ago I

had the whole series except this first book, couldn't find it anywhere! Then one day I looked on  and

here was the first book of the series... Bought it and read immediately! A MUST READ!

I love reading Nora Roberts. Her books are always interesting and the storyline good. What I love

BEST is her happy endings. Life is hard enough and we hear daily of so much violence. When I

read I want enjoyment and happiness. If that's fantasy, so be it!!

Nora Roberts is a favorite author of mine, along with Jayne Ann Krentz. This particular books is

quite simply one of my very favorites (Daniel is just wonderful and Anna is a great partner for him).

I'm just thrilled to see these MacGregor books now pairing up with kindle (one of the most valuable

things I own, in my opinion and used every single day). Thanks!

I truly enjoyed this story and the will of two people to stand alone, yet become one at the same time.

The story was believable and heartwarming....I thought the ending was clever, but just a little too

quickly in the reading...thought I missed some pages.

I chose the rating for this book for the very interesting details the author gave on the two main

characters. Both the handsome large male with the ego plus the spirited beautiful lady he chose to

spend his life with. The storyline was up and down for them. It keeps your attention through out the

book.Thanks, Nora Roberts
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